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Angeldust MOD APK is a role-playing, exploration, and construction game
set in a persistent medieval fantasy environment where you can let your
imagination run free. Build your own home piece by piece, go monster
hunting with your daring pals, or engage in commerce with others from

around the globe. You must create a user account in order to play
Angeldust, but fortunately this process only takes a few minutes. The

game begins with you on your own plot of land, which is where you can
build your house. Youll need supplies in order to build your residence. You
can go on expeditions to find these resources yourself, or you can go to

the market and buy them. Angeldust MOD APK is a role-playing,
exploration, and construction game set in a persistent medieval fantasy

environment where you can let your imagination run free. Build your own
home piece by piece, go monster hunting with your daring pals, or engage
in commerce with others from around the globe. Preset XML files created
using BodySlide are free for you to use. You are also free to upload and
share them with others!If your edits were done purely using sliders and

you want to release the built meshes, you must ask for permission
first.Preset files are the preferred way of sharing your body shapes.If you

are planning to upload parts of the mod package as is, please ask for
permission first.The program itself and its source code are however

licensed under the GPLv3+.No file contained in the archives available on
this page are to be sold for monetary gain anywhere.Outfits including the
CBBE body or making use of CBBE/UUNP sliders are not to be sold.Special
Note:These permissions only apply to the files that come with BodySlide

itself. If you create an outfit conversion or any other edit of someone
else's work, you MUST follow THEIR permissions/requirements before

sharing with others. I cannot give you permission!
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angeldust is inspired by
classic rpgs like fallout

and factorio with a focus
on world building,

puzzle solving, and the
constant collection of
new items to help you
survive the harsh and

unforgiving lands.
angeldust is a game

that combines the core
gameplay elements of

survival games like
minecraft with the role-
playing aspects of the

classic pathfinder
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roleplaying system and
builds a compelling and

unique gameplay
experience where you

use your adventure
skills to survive. from

the early game tutorials
you start the game with
zero items and have to
build your shelter piece

by piece. with the
introduction of new

items and factions you
gain access to new

gameplay mechanics.
for example you gain
the ability to harvest
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resources from the land,
you start with zero food
and food is necessary to

survive. once you've
gained enough items
and your skills are at

peak level you can start
your adventure which

starts in a tutorial island
with all the mechanics
mentioned above. you

can then join an
adventure with up to

three of your friends on
the same server. with
multiplayer gameplay
you can have friendly
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pvp and trade with
other players. you can

also join multiple
adventures at once, for
example you can be a
farmer and work on

your shelter and rebuild
your shelter if you're

attacked by a monster.
the first story mode

adventure takes place
in the maorei valleys
near riga, an isolated

valley in northern
sweden. the player will
set up a new home and
invite three friends to a
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joint adventure. the
player will have to learn
to control the weather

and the dynamic
landscape, survive

against monsters and
overcome challenges.

the more the player will
survive in the game the

more the player will
unlock and be able to do

in the future.
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